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SWEDISH DISHCLOTHS
You’ll never want to use 
another kind of dishcloth 
after you’ve used the 
amazing Swedish dishcloths.  
They are simply the best for 
surface cleaning--
especially stone or stainless 
steel.  And, they are 
biodegradable.  
9008 to 9012.   $7.00 each 

FINNISH 
STONE VOTIVE
We are amazed by the stone 
carving skill used to create 
this “Blossom” candleholder 
made from 2.8 billion year 
old Carelian soapstone. 
9013.  $57.00   3.4” 

FINNISH OUTDOOR 
PINES VOTIVE
Whether it sits in the winter 
snow or in the summer 
garden, this votive with a 
metal wind shield top will 
add a festive touch.  
9014.  $10.00   6.5” 

9008

9009

9010

9011

9012
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SWEDISH 
WINDSHIELD SCRAPER
Made of super-tough birch 
laminate, this is a natural 
solution for dealing with 
wintery mornings. 
9001.   $10.00  6.5”

God Jul
A Christmas greeting comes in many 
forms.  Sometimes it is  “God Jul” or 

“Hyvää  Joulua” or “Merry Christmas”.  
Sometimes it is a present of a baked treat 

with a recipe that has been shared for 
generations.  Sometimes it is a present 

chosen because it is just right for someone 
special on your gift list.

Scandinavians celebrate the 
winter snow with sports--all the 
better to appreciate the warmth 

of home when they arrive.

9004 9005

GLIMMIS 
REFLECTOR
These personal 
reflectors from 
Sweden are worn 
by nearly everyone 
in Scandinavia.  
They dramatically 
improve the 
visibility of 
pedestrians in low 
light conditions with 
their 3M reflector 
technology.  Attach 
them to jacket 
zippers, backpacks, 
leashes.....
9006.  $6.00     2.5”  

ROTARY CANDLE HOLDERS
Our collection of winter themed holders gently spin from the 
heat of a single tealight. 9004 or 9005.   $15.00 each  6.5”

9001

LASERCUT 
CANDLERINGS
Snowflakes are the inspiration for 
these new lasercut birch candlerings.   
9002 or 9003.   $11.50/Pkg.of 2   5.5” 

9002

9003

KOSTA BODA SNOWBALL SET
These classic votives have enchanted people around 
the world for years.  Kosta Boda is presenting a special 
gift boxed set in three sizes!  And we have them on a 
special promotion     
9007.  REG. $95.00  SALE  $50.00/Set of 3

9007

9013

Snowfall



9031 R

DISHCLOTH ENVELOPES  
We now have envelopes 
just the size to hold a
Swedish dishcloth.
Only two stamps 
are needed to mail
a “functional”
greeting.
9031 G or R.
$1.50 each

9024

FINNISH TONTTU
Our hand-made figures are crafted from felt and real fleece 
with a bell at the top of the felt cap.  Made in a small workshop 
outside of Helsinki, they are small treasures for the holiday home.  
Available in three sizes:
9015.   $28.50  6.6”    9016.   $38.50  12.6”    9017.   $77.00  17”    

SWEDISH TOMTE
Our new festively-clad figures have felt caps and a folk ribbon 
decorated body. Available in two sizes:
9020 G or R.   $11.00  5.1”    9021 G or R.   $16.00  6.7” 
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Nisser (in Norway & Denmark), Tomtar (in Swe-
den) or Tonttu (in Finnish) are the elves of folklore 

that Scandinavians have loved for generations.  
You’ll usually see them with their friends, the 

household cats.  Your elf will bring your family 
good fortune in the coming year if you remember 

him with a Christmas Eve treat!  

Tomte
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TOMTE RIBBON 
Our cotton ribbon from 
Sweden will add a special 
accent to your wrapping.  
It comes in a two yard 
bundle.  1” wide. 
9019.  $4.75/bdl.

9016 9017 9015

9018 C  or L

9031 G

SWEDISH 
DISHCLOTHS
If you are looking for 
a natural kitchen, 
you’ll love our 
Swedish dishcloths.  
Made of 70% 
cellulose and 30% 
cotton, they are 
washing machine 
sturdy, but also 
biodegradable.   
9027 to 9030.   
$7.00 ea.   6.7 X 8”

TOMTE NAPKINS
Triple-ply napkins in cocktail 
or luncheon sizes come in 
packages of 20.
9018 C.   $5.00    
9018 L.   $6.00

9020 R              9021 R                  9021 G              9020 G   

9022

9023

9025

9027

9026

9028

9029

9030

EKELUND 
LINENS
FROM SWEDEN
Tomtar bring holiday 
cheer on these new 
towels and runner 
from Ekelund.   
9022.  Juligt 
Towel  $18.50 
13.8 X 19.7”
9023.  Tomtemote 
Towel  $28.00  
15.7 X 23.5”
9024.  Tomtemote 
Runner  $50.00  
13.7 X  55”

ADVENT TAPER
Count down to 
Christmas with this 
Danish 12” taper.  
9025.  $4.75

Swedish Dishcloths



SWEDISH WOOD TREE ORNAMENTS
These new ornaments from Sweden can also be drawn on 
with pen or marker to personalize them--or use them as 
package or bottle decorations.   9032 N or 9032 R. 

SWEDISH WOOD TREE 
We love the simple lines and natural finish on this new 
birchwood decoration from Sweden.  Perfect for table settings 
with tomte.   9033.   $5.50 each  4.5”

SWEDISH DISHCLOTHS
If you are looking for a natural kitchen, you’ll love our Swedish 
dishcloths.  Made of 70% cellulose and 30% cotton, they are 
washing machine sturdy, but also biodegradable.   
9034 to 9036.   $7.00 ea.   6.7 X 8”

FINNISH PAPER NAPKINS
Triple-ply napkins in cocktail or luncheon sizes come in 
packages of 20.    9039 C.   $5.00    9039 L.   $6.00

9052

9053

90549039 C or L

9041.   $9.50   2.6” 9040.   $9.50   2.6” 

9046.   $6.00   2.6” 9045.   $6.00   2.6” 

9044.   
$7.00   
3” 

9042.   $8.00   2” 

TOMTE ORNAMENTS
Our selection at the left includes knit-costumed pairs with hand-painted 
details from Sweden  9040 to 9042 and 9044 to 9048 and  
hand-crafted tonttu from Finland with real fleece beards.  9043

SWEDISH TOMTE   
We have an entire family of hand-made figures celebrating the snowy 
landscape.    Scarf tomte with jaunty folk-ribbon scarves:
9049.  $17.00   10”
9050.  $12.00   8”
9051.  $13.50   5”

9048.   $7.50   2.7” 9047.   $7.50   2.7” 

9049

9050

9051

9043.   $14.50   2.5” 
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BLOCK TOMTAR
Let your imagination change these 
whimsical wooden tomtar from Sweden into 
dozens of interesting combinations!
9052.   $13.50   5”
9053.   $15.00   7”
9054.   $16.00   9”

9032 R.   $4.00   3.5” 9032 N.   $4.00   3.5” 

9033 9037

SWEDISH DRYING MAT
It’s super absorbant--put one under your dish drainer, colander 
of freshly-washed produce, or hand-washed glassware.     
9037.  $9.50   13.7X12”

9034

9035

9036

9038

TOMTE VOTIVE
Our votive with Tomte Trees 
motif  is made from 
recycled glass. 
9038.   $11.00 each   3”
(tealights not included - see page 35)



SCANDI BITES
By Trine Hahnemann
This is the perfect gift for Scandi-philes who want to bring a little Nordic charm 
into their kitchen. With over 60 sweet and savory recipes for all sorts of bite-size 
snacks, treats, fingerfood, bakes, and pastries, it will provide plenty of inspiration for 
every occasion throughout the year. Doyenne of Danish baking, Trine Hahnemann, 
shares all her favorite treats in this charming cookbook so that you can make your 
own delicious cardamom buns, almond cookies, honey bombs, coconut macaroons, 
miniature smoked salmon open sandwiches and asparagus tartlets, among many 
others.  Hardcover.     9062.  $19.99

9063

Pepparkakor

9058

TOMTE COOKIE CUTTERS
Our new Swedish cookie cutters will 
make cookies fun for children of all ages 
to decorate.  They come tied with 
Swedish folk ribbon and a recipe card.     
9058.  $6.50/Set of 3    2” average

SWEDISH COOKIE CUTTER MEDLEY
Iconic motifs: Dala Horse; Heart; & Moose 
will bring Sweden to your holiday baking.  
They come tied with Swedish folk ribbon & 
a recipe card   9057.  $6.50/set of 3    3”
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9063

9064

ENGRAVED ROLLING PINS
Our rolling pins will press a pattern 
across your cookies.  We offer two 
motifs:  Hearts or Knit
Each comes with recipes and 
instructions tied to the handle with 
Swedish folk ribbon.   
9055.   Hearts  $31.00    17.8”
9056.   Knit  $29.00    15”

9055

9056

9060

9059

RUNNER & TOWEL
FROM SWEDEN
are beautifully woven in organic cotton 
by the master weavers at Ekelund.   
9059.  Julis Runner  $45.00  
13.7 X  47”
9060.  Julis Towel  $28.00  
15.7 X 23.5”

GINGERBREAD HOUSE 
COOKIE CUTTER
Just roll out your dough and press the 
cutter twice to make all the parts you 
need to create a gingerbread house! 
Each cutter comes with a recipe card 
tied on with Swedish ribbon.   
9061.  $12.00      7.7 X 11”

RIM COOKIE CUTTERS
Make bite-sized cookies to perch on 
the rim of a cup of your coffee or cocoa.  
We offer two sets of three assorted 
shapes tied with Swedish folk ribbon 
and a recipe card.   
9063 or 9064.  $7.00/Set    2”

9064
9062

SCANDINAVIAN GATHERINGS
By Melisa Bahen
This darling book of Scandinavian-inspired gathering ideas includes recipes 
and crafts for every day and special occasions. Equal parts entertaining, 
crafting, and cooking, it features 10 seasonal family-friendly gatherings filled 
with Norwegian, Swedish, Danish, and Finnish flavors and traditions. There 
are 40 accessible and modern recipes for sweet and savory treats, and 30 
simple craft projects perfect for decorating and entertaining, as well as vivid 
color photographs throughout. This charming book is perfect for fans of 
Scandinavian style, food, and tradition.     9065.  $24.95 

FRUIT PRESERVES
Delicious preserves from Sweden are enjoyed by everyone.  We have both 
the favorite Lingonberry and the very special Cloudberry preserves. 
9066.  Lingonberry   $12.50  14.1 oz. 
9067.  Cloudberry  $17.50   14.1 oz.

9065

9066

9067

9057



SWEDISH DRYING MAT
It’s super absorbant--put one under your dish drainer, colander of 
freshly-washed produce, or hand-washed glassware.     
9073.  $9.50   13.7X12”

PLURING SWEDISH CLOTH HOLDERS
Here’s an elegantly simple solution for hanging towels and 
dishcloths in the kitchen or bathroom.  Just poke the fabric into the 
center of the Pluring, and it grips to hold.  The peel-off adhesive 
tape back attaches to all smooth surfaces.  Made in Sweden.   
9074 B, R or W.   $6.50 ea.

DISHBRUSHES
We love these brushes from Smart Microfiber of Sweden.  They 
have easy grip silicone handles and natural bristle heads.  You can 
slide the silicone off to swap in a fresh replacement brush head 
should you need to.  Three color choices:  Black, Gray or Petrol. 
9075 B, G or P.  $9.00 each  9.5”
Replacement brush head. 
9076.  $3.75

SWEDISH 
DISHCLOTHS
More of our 
popular dishcloths in 
food themes.   
9079 to 9082.   
$7.00 ea.   6.7 X 8

FINNISH BIO CUTTING BOARD
Our cutting board and cheese slicer are 
made from 98% bio-based wood fiber and 
sugar cane!  Renewable and recyclable, 
they are lightweight, strong, dishwasher 
safe (top rack) and earth-friendly.
9077.   Cutting Board  $14.50  8 X 12”
9078.   Cheese Slicer  $8.50

FINNISH STONE COOLER
Here is an all natural refrigerating cooler for 
your bottled or canned beverage.  Simply 
freeze the 2.8 billion year old soapstone
barrel-shaped holder, and when you are 
ready to sit back and enjoy your beverage, 
you have a truly unique container.
Here’s the perfect gift for the beer lover 
on your gift list.
9083.   $44.75 each

8041

GOD JUL ALMOND CAKE PLATTER
Our ceramic platter is the perfect size for a delicious almond 
cake.   9068.   $37.50   16.2”

ALMOND CAKE PAN
Our teflon-coated and dishwasher-safe cake pan makes 
this favorite of Swedish cakes.  It comes with a recipe 
card tied on with Swedish folk ribbon.   
9069.   $13.00   12” Ø
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Holiday
Baking

6053

9070

PINE CONE TINS
Our non-stick tins come with a recipe (for gingerbread) 
tied on with Swedish ribbon. (Sprinkle powdered sugar 
on the cookies, and they look like snowy pine cones.)  
9070.    $8.50/Set of 9     3.6” 

SANDBAKKEL TINS
These non-stick tins with blue anodized undersides make 
those delicious, almondy cookies we love.   A set of 9 
assorted tart tins comes tied with Swedish ribbon and a 
recipe.    9071.   $8.50/Set   2” avg.

9071

8048

9068

9074 W

9074 B

9074 R
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9072

9069

KLADDKAKA CAKE PAN
You’ll get raves for the sticky 
Swedish chocolate cake you bake 
with this pan.  It comes with the 
recipe.   9072.   $14.00   9”

9073

9075 P

9075 G

9075 B

9077 9078 9083

9076

9082

9081

9080

9079



9086
9084

9085
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Sirius 
Chocolate from Iceland
MILK CHOCOLATE AND
LIQUORICE BALLS
Here’s a new treat with a wonderful 
combination of licorice and chocolate 
flavors -- we love it!
9090.  $8.50  4.4 oz. 
TOFFEE AND SEA SALT
A gourmet milk chocolate double bar 
with Icelandic sea salt and caramel.
9099.  $11.00  7.1 oz. 
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9089

Milk Chocolate Bar 
Creamy milk chocolate.
9091.   $3.75   2.12 oz. 

Firkløver Bar  
Creamy milk chocolate & bits 
of hazelnuts.  
9092.   $3.75   2.12 oz. 

Smil
Milk chocolate filled with 
soft caramel in bite-sized 
sections. 9093.  $4.50  2.7 oz.

Milk Chocolate Bar 
Our favorite Swedish milk chocolate.
9094.    $5.00   3.5 oz 

Daim  Milk chocolate coats 
buttery toffee.  Two bars per 
package.    9095.   $3.00  1.97 oz.

Freia 
Chocolate from Norway

9091

9092

MINI DAIM 
These bite-sized pieces of 
buttery, chocolate-covered 
toffee are individually wrapped .
9088.  $8.75/Pkg  7.1 oz. 

Marabou 
Chocolate from Sweden

5144

Dumle
Individually-wrapped soft caramel 
chews in milk chocolate.    
9089.  $9.00/Pkg   7.7 oz.

Nordi Chocolate Bars
The flavors of Finland in almost 
decadent dark chocolate.  3.5 oz.
9096.  Dark Chocolate  $6.50  
9097.  Hazelnut and Campsite Coffee 
in Dark Chocolate  $6.50
9098.  Raspberry and Licorice in Dark 
Chocolate  $6.50

Fazer 
Chocolate from Finland

9094

9093

9090

Nordic Sweets 
Bagged Swedish treats

Candy
NORDIC SWEETS 
These make great stocking 
stuffers 
Swedish Fish are the iconic 
gummi Swedish treat.  
9084.  $7.50/Pkg.   8 oz.

Soft Raspberries give Swedish 
gummis a taste of summer.     
9085.  $7.50/Pkg. 

Mintees are mint-flavored dark 
chocolates in crunchy shells.    
9086.  $7.50/Pkg.  6 oz

HALVA FINNISH LICORICE
A great treat for any lovers of Nordic dark 
licorice.   9087.  $4.00/Pkg.   7 oz.

9087

9095

9096

9097

9098

9099

EKELUND LINENS
FROM SWEDEN
Proudly made in Sweden, 
Ekelund’s weaving tradition has 
now continued into the 13th 
generation.  The richly detailed 
designs are woven in organic 
cotton to the highest standards.  
9100.  Skogsliv Runner  $45.00  
13.7 X  47”
9101.  Skogsliv Towel  $28.00  
15.7 X 23.5”
9102.  Julkvist Runner  $50.00  
13.7 X  55”
9103.  Julkvist Towel  $18.50   
13.8 X 19.7”

9100

9102

9101

9103



1514

8180

Flowers
EKELUND LINENS
FROM SWEDEN
Bring the flowers of summer 
into your home year-round with 
these 100% organic cotton 
linens from Sweden.
9108.  Letebo Towel  
$18.50   13.8 X 19.7”
9109.  Forsommar Towel  
$28.00  15.7 X 23.5”
9110.  Vitra Towel  
$18.50   13.8 X 19.7”
9111.  Ekeryd Towel  
$28.00  15.7 X 23.5”
9112.  Forsommar Runner  
$45.00  13.7 X  47”
9113.  Ekeryd Runner  
$45.00  13.7 X  47”
9114.  Vitra Runner  
$45.00  13.7 X  47”

SWEDISH 
DISHCLOTHS
Flower-themed 
dishcloths will add 
color to your kitchen 
cleanups.   
9115 or 9116.   
$7.00 ea.   6.7 X 8”

9108

9104 C or L

9105 B

9105 G

9107

9106 A

9106 B

9109

9110

9111

9112

9113
9114

9115

9116 Y

9116 P

FINNISH NAPKINS
Our triple-ply paper napkin 
Rosehips comes in cocktail 
or luncheon size.  
Pkg.of 20
9104 C.   $5.00    
9104 L.   $6.00
MERINO WOOL 
SWEDISH SOCKS   
The designs from Bengt & 
Lotta have created loyal 
fans around the world.  
Their collection of socks is 
made in Sweden of Merino 
wool for super comfort.  
Their Monica motif draws 
on traditional folk patterns.  
9105 G or B.  
Monica Pattern
$23.50/pair  
(Be sure to specify color when 
ordering)

Machine-washable.
Available in two sizes 
(womens shoe sizes listed here):    
S = sizes 5-8  L = sizes 8-13   

OZONE COTTON 
SOCKS
We have this lovely 
flower-inspired motif: 
Folkore.
9106 A or B.  Folklore  
Pattern   $15.00/pair
(Be sure to specify color when 
ordering)

ORREFORS
ORGANIC VASE
The etched leafy motif on 
our vase from Orrefors 
adds an understated accent 
to whatever bouquet of 
flowers you prefer.
9107.   $55.00   6”    



BIRCHWOOD 
DECORATIONS
Use these laser-cut 
decorations for your 
tree.  You can write on 
the smooth surfaces 
to personalize them.  
Or use them for 
package tie-ons or 
bottle tags.  This 
woodland-themed 
assortment comes 
in a ribbon-tied gift 
package.   
9123.   $9.75 for a 
package of 6.   3”

9123

REINDEER ANTLER GIFTS
The Sami in the far north of 
Finland collect naturally shed antlers to 
create these openers & bottle toppers.  
Every one is unique and comes with a 
story card attached with folk ribbon.  
9117.  Bottle Topper  $22.00 ea.
9118.  Bottle Opener  $29.75 ea.

FINNISH BIRCH BURLWOOD
Made from exotic burlwood, each piece is 
a unique item of wood art, cut and sanded 
by hand to a silky-smooth finish by skilled 
craftsmen in arctic Finland.
9124.  Fox Keyring  $18.50  3”
9125.  Owl Keyring  $18.50  3”
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ANIMAL POT GUARDS
Keep your pots from sputtering 
and bubbling over by venting 
them with these clever, 
laser-cut birch pot guards.  
9119 to 9122.  $6.50 each   2”

9119

9120

9121
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Nature

9117

9129 B

9129 G

9130

9128

9124

9125

91269122

9127

9131 9132

9133 9134

9118

EKELUND LINENS FROM SWEDEN
Forest wildlife inspired these 100% organic cotton linens from Sweden.
9126.  Djurliv Runner  $45.00  13.7 X  47”
9127.  Djurliv Towel  $28.00  15.7 X 23.5”

SWEDISH MERINO WOOL NATURE SOCKS   
Our Nature pattern socks are from Bengt & Lotta.
They come in both adults and kids sizes.   Machine-washable.
9128.  Nature Pattern Kid Size  $16.00/pair  
Kids socks available in three sizes:    
S = sizes 3-6 months
M = sizes 6-24 months
L = sizes 8-11 kids

9129 B or G.  Nature Pattern Adult size  $23.50/pair  
Available in two sizes 
(womens shoe sizes listed here):    
S = sizes 5-8  L = sizes 8-13   

OZONE COTTON SOCKS
We have this lovely forest-inspired motif: Reindeer.
9130.  Reindeer  $15.00/pair

LASERCUT DECORATION
Our intricately laser-cut decorations are made of birch.
9131 and 9132.  $6.00 each   3”

Easy
Assembly

LASER-CUT TREES
Our deer motif decorations come flat and assemble quickly to decorate your 
mantle or table--and then store flat until next holiday season.  Two sizes:
9133.  $13.00  5.8”    9134.  $15.00  7.8”



9138

9135

9136

9141
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DANISH WINTER BIRDS NOTE CARDS
Peter Nielsen’s wonderful illustrations of Danish 
birds will thrill bird lovers.  
9143.  $16.00/Set of 8 cards & envelopes.  4 X 6”

SWEDISH WOODEN BIRDS
Small celebrations of nature in wood from 
the forests of Sweden.  
9142 R or W.    $12.00 each   3.6”

SWEDISH 
DISHCLOTHS
You’ll never want to 
use another kind of 
dishcloth after you’ve 
used the amazing 
Swedish dishcloths.  
They are simply 
the best for surface 
cleaning--
especially stone or 
stainless steel.  
And, they are 
biodegradable.  
9135 to 9141.   
$7.00 each 

BIRCHWOOD 
DECORATIONS
Use these laser-cut 
decorations for your 
tree.  You can write 
on the smooth surface 
to personalize them.  
Or use them for 
package tie-ons or 
bottle tags.  
This zoo-themed 
assortment comes 
in a ribbon-tied gift 
package.   
9144.   $9.75 for a 
package of 6.   3”

9144

9137

9139

9140

9142 W
9142 R

9143

9145

9146

9147

9152

9154

9153

9155

9151

9149

9148

KLIPPAN SWEDISH NAPKINS
Triple-ply luncheon size napkins with 
Lotta Glave’s Christmas Forest motif 
come from Klippan. 
9145.  $6.00/Pkg

SWEDISH DISHCLOTHS
Here are forest fauna-themed 
dishcloths for the wild life in 
your kitchen.   
9148 to 9151.   
$7.00 ea.   6.7 X 8

FELT TRIVETS
Our hand-felted trivets from Klippan 
of Sweden were designed by Bengt 
& Lotta.   
9152  $22.00 ea.  8” 
9153 & 9154.  $17.50 ea.

KLIPPAN OF SWEDEN
CHRISTMAS FOREST PATTERN
Lotta Glave’s new holiday pattern for Klippan 
of Sweden captures a winter forest.  Fabrics 
are silk-screened on 100% cotton.  Here is 
their kitchen accent collection:
9146.  Hot Pad  $19.50  8”
9147.  Kitchen Towel  $19.00  18 X 27”

FELT COIN PURSE
Klippan’s hand-crafted, needle-felted 
purse with zipper is lined.   
9155 .   $19.00 ea.    5.7” 

9150



BEAD CANDLE AND 
NAPKIN RINGS
These traditional wooden 
rings are great for the 
holiday table.  Use them 
for candles or napkins.  
9162   $15.00 for a set of 4

20
8187 8188
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Nordic Accents
BIRCH CANDLEHOLDERS 
FROM SWEDEN
These elegant, natural birch taper holders come in two sizes.  
9168.   Tall  $22.00  9”    9169.   Short  $20.00  7.5”

CANDLE RINGS 
in natural birch from Sweden can also be used as napkin rings.    
9170.   $15.00/Set of 4

ORREFORS CARAT PLATE
With inspiration from jewels and gemstones the Carat plate will 
heighten the mood of any celebration. Low sparkly cuts on the bottom 
of the plate shine through like little jewels.   9171.   $35.00   10”

KOSTA BODA PLUTO CANDLEHOLDER
Inspired by the mysterious planet, this combination of tinted glass 
and stainless steel is pure Scandinavian design.   9172.   $50.00

SILK FLORAL CANDLE RINGS
Add a festive accent to your candleholders with these rings.   
9173.  $8.50  (for 2.8”Ø candle)    9174.  $5.00  (for 1”Ø candle)
9175.  $5.00  (for 1”Ø candle)    9176.  $5.00  (for 1”Ø candle)9160 9161

SWEDISH WOOD 
TAPER HOLDERS
Our holders come in two 
heights in a festive red finish.   
9160.   Tall $29.00  9.5” 
9161.   Short $27.00  7.5” 

9171

9172

9173

9174

9175

9176

9156
9169 9168

9170

9167

9165

9163

9164

9166

RAIKKI NECKLACE
Simply graceful - pewter “beads” on a 30” 

sterling chain.   9156.  $44.00

HOW TO HYGGE
By Signe Johansen

Hygge 
values 

the idea of 
cherishing 

yourself: 
candlelight, 

bakeries, 
and dinner 

with friends; 
a celebration 

of experiences 
over possessions, 

as well as being 
kind to yourself and 

treasuring a sense of 
community.

How to Hygge is a 
fresh, informative, lighthearted, fully 

illustrated how-to guide to hygge. It’s a 
combination of recipes, helpful tips for 

cozy living: essential elements of 
living the Danish way.  

Hardcover   
9157.  
$19.99

MY LITTLE 
LYKKE 

JOURNAL
By Eva Olsen

The Danes are 
the happiest 

people on earth, 
and lykke is the 

reason why. The 
practice of “mindful 
happiness” teaches 

people how to find the 
good in the everyday, 

focusing on the beauty in life. This journal 
is a practical guide to conscious reflection 
on the positive aspects of life.  Paperback   

9158.  $14.99

NORDICANA
By Kajsa 
Kinsella

Whether it is 
the inimitable 

Faroe Isles 
jumper; the 

unusual-tasting 
delicacy salted 

liquorice; the 
ubiquitous Swedish 

Dala horse; the 
concept of ‘hygge’; 

Midsomer seasonal 
celebrations; practical but breathtakingly 

stylish interiors; or an enduring love of noir 
literature and dramas, you’ll find the key 

to attaining the Nordic way of life in these 
pages.  Hardcover   9159.  $14.99

SAGAFORM OF SWEDEN COFFEE AND MORE TABLEWARE
We love the playful mix of texture, pattern, and color.  
You can enjoy as a single piece or mix and match.    
9163.  Coffee Mug  $13.00
9164.  Latte Mug  $16.00
9165.  Espresso Cup - set of 4    $35.00/Set
9166.  Bowl  $16.00   4.8”Ø
9167.  Plate   7.8”Ø    $18.00
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9184

MOOMIN LIFT THE FLAP
HIDE AND SEEK
Lift the flaps to help Moomintroll 
discover impish Little My’s clever 
hiding place—and meet Moomintroll’s 
family and friends too! The funny 
names—from Snufkin to Fillyjonk. 
Ages 3-6. Hardcover    9177.  $8.99. 

GLIMMIS 
REFLECTOR
These personal 
reflectors from Sweden are 
worn by nearly everyone in 
Scandinavia.  
They dramatically improve 
the visibility of pedestrians in 
low light conditions with their 
3M reflector technology.  
Attach them to jacket 
zippers, backpacks, 
leashes.....
9184 and 9185.  $6.00  
each   2.5”  

9178

23
9193

Gnomes
THE LITTLE WINTER 
BOOK OF GNOMES
By Kirsten Sevig
Similar to the Norwegian 
nisser Kirsten grew up 
hearing about, gnomes have 
always fascinated Kirsten.  
With recipes for holiday 
favorites like mulled cider and 
gingerbread, this book is the 
perfect gift to inspire readers 
to take joy in all of winter’s 
little happy-makers.  
Hardcover  9191.  $12.95

GNOME NOTES
Kirsten Sevig’s water-
color art makes charming 
notecards.  9192.   
$12.95/Pkg. of 8 Asst.

HOW TO SURVIVE A 
GARDEN GNOME ATTACK
By Chuck Sambuchino
The only comprehensive 
survival guide that will help 
you prevent, prepare for, and 
ward off an imminent home 
invasion by the common 
garden gnome. 
Hardcover  9194.  $14.99.

9177

9179

9185

9192

9180 C or L

9182

9181

9183

9188

9190

9189

9191

9187

9194

9186 C or L

MOOMIN AND FAMILY LIFE
By Tove Jansson
The heartwarming tale of Moomin’s 
reunion with his parents.   Flexicover    
9179.  $9.95. 

MOOMIN MELAMINE DISHES
Playful dishes for your favorite little ones.  Dishwasher-safe.
9178.  2-piece Feeding Set   $17.00
9181.  Plate   $8.50    9182.  Bowl   $8.50     9183.  Cup   $8.50

MOOMIN NAPKINS Our paper napkins come in cocktail or luncheon size.  Pkg.of 20 9180  or 9186 C.   $5.00    9180 or 9186 L.   $6.00

MOOMIN SOCKS
Cotton socks for your 
playful side.
9188.   $23.00    
9189.    $23.00
Available in Adult Sizes
Sm/Med or Lge/XLge

FELT COIN PURSE
Klippan’s zippered hand-crafted, nee-
dle-felted Moomin Love purse is lined.   
9190 .   $19.00 ea.    5.7” 

GNOME ROTARY CANDLEHOLDER
The heat from a tealight gently spins this 
Gnome candleholder.  
9187.   $15.00

GNOME ORNAMENTS
Our laser-cut birch ornaments come as a set of 4.   
9193.   $9.00 for a package of 4.   2.7”
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9202.   $7.00   2.3” 

9203.   $7.00   2.3” 

DALA HORSE 
GLASSWARE 
Anna Viktoria’s newest 
glassware accents have an 
embossed Dala horse 
decoration in the glass.  
The carafe/cylinder can be 
used for bevorage service or 
as a vase.  
The candleholder holds either 
a taper candle. as shown, or 
a tealight.
9195.  Dala Horse Carafe  
$39.50   7.8”
9196.  Dala Horse Candleholder  
$29.50   3.2”  (Note:  candle not 
included -- see page 35 for candles)

Dala Horses

9198

SWEDISH 
DISHCLOTHS
They are so much 
better than a sponge, 
you’ll never go back 
to other cloths after 
using them.
9197.  $7.00 ea.    
6.7 X 8”

GLIMMIS 
REFLECTOR
These personal 
reflectors from Sweden are 
worn by nearly everyone in 
Scandinavia.  
They dramatically improve the 
visibility of pedestrians in low 
light conditions with their 3M 
reflector technology.  
Attach them to jacket zippers, 
backpacks, leashes.....
9198 or 9199.  $6.00 each    2.5”  

9200.   $6.00   2.5” 

9201.   $6.00   2” 

9197

WOODEN
ORNAMENTS
FROM SWEDEN
Here are Dala 
Horses to 
decorate your tree 
-- including a uni-
corn Dala Horse!
9200 to 9203

Shown actual-size.

LASER-CUT BREAD BOARD & SPREADER
Wonderful laser-cut detail of a Viking ship will add a 
Scandinavian accent to your table.
9204.  Spreader  $5.00  7”   9205.  Bread Board  
$10.50  7.5”

DALA HORSE MUG
Our ceramic mug has a matte black finish on the 
outside and a happy yellow glazed inside.  
9206.  $12.00

ANNA VIKTORIA
DALA HORSE JEWELRY 
Stockholm designer Anna Viktoria created this stylish 
collection celebrating Sweden’s iconic symbol.
9207.  Earrings  $47.50
9208.  Necklace  $43.50   16” chain

PELLE’S NEW SUIT
By Elsa Beskow
One of Sweden’s most beloved children’s authors 
and illustrators is Elsa Beskow. We offer several 
of her titles, all imported from Europe. Pelle’s New 
Suit explains each and every step in the process of 
making Pelle’s suit. First the sheep must be sheared, 
the wool carded and spun, dyed, woven, and so on. 
Finally the tailor completes the suit and Pelle couldn’t 
be more proud. This book is also available in a mini 
edition.   9209.  $11.95. 

PELLE’S NEW SUIT CHILDRENS DISHES
A beautifully gift boxed 3-piece set makes a 
perfect gift.  Dishwasher safe melamine.   
9210.  $38.00
Our matching 3-piece flatware.    
9211.  $17.00

9205
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9209

9199

9195

9196

9208

9207

9210

9211

9204

9206
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HEARTS & PINES GLASSWARE
Octagonal glassware with hand-friendly 
facets at the base are the perfect shape 
for this classic holiday pattern.    9216.  
Double Old Fashioned  $12.50 each
9217.  Hi Ball  $12.50 each

9216

9217

Hearts HEART NECKLACE
The richly grained 
burlwood is prized in 
Finland.  This heart is 
hand cut and 
polished and then 
stained red and 
lacquered.  
9218.  $26.00  
20” sterling chain.

HEART ORNAMENTS
A rosemaled heart 
(9220) was cast in 
pewter in Norway.    
Our wooden hearts 
(9219, 9221 & 9222) 
come from Sweden.   
And the four ornaments at 
the bottom 
(9223 to 9226) are made 
in ceramic by 
Naasgrandsgården 
of Sweden.
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Nordic
Knits

MARIUS SOCKS FROM NORWAY
The Marius pattern was designed in 
1953 and has become the most 
knitted pattern in Norway.  
It’s considered a Norwegian icon 
that symbolizes their passion for 
the outdoors and their love of 
Norwegian nature.
9229.  $23.00
(womens shoe sizes listed here):    
M = sizes 6-9.5  L = sizes 10-13   

NORDIC KNIT CAP
is a classic Selbu motif.   
9230.  $23.00

MARIUS RUG 
FROM SWEDEN
Woven in the classic 
Marius pattern, our 
door mat will provide 
long-lasting wear to 
greet your guests.
9231.  $59.50  
27 X 26.5”

SWEDISH 
DISHCLOTH
How sweet!  A pair of birds cuddled 
inside a pair of knitted mittens!   
9232.  $7.00 6167

7177

9229
9230

9228

9232

9233

9214

9215

9219.   $6.00   2” 

9221.   $6.00   2.6” 9222.   $6.00   2.6” 

9223.   $8.00   2.5” 9224.   $8.00   2.5” 

9225.   $8.00   3” 9226.   $8.00   3” 

9220.   $14.50   2.3” 

9227

9231

9213

9212
9218

ORREFORS 
HEART GLASS
This bud vase and small 
bowl are perfect gifts for 
a loved one.
9212.   Vase  $60.00  8”
9213.   Bowl  $20.00  5”

SWEDISH 
DISHCLOTHS
They are so much 
better than a sponge, 
you’ll never go back 
to other cloths after 
using them.
9214 or 9215.  
$7.00 ea.    6.7 X 8”

MERINO WOOL
SCARF & CAP
Our stylish wool scarf 
with matching cap from 
Vrikke incorporates 
classic Norwegian 
knit patterns.  
9227.  Cap  $52.00
9228.  Scarf  $65.00 
10 X5 7”

STITCH ROTARY 
CANDLEHOLDER
The heat from a 
tealight gently 
spins this 
candleholder.  
9233 .   $15.00
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9241.   $14.50   2” 

NORWEGIAN 
PEWTER 
ORNAMENTS
Beautifully detailed, 
hand-cast ornaments.
9241 to 9245.

9242.   $14.50   2” 

9243.   $14.50   2” 

9244.   $14.50   2” 

9245.   $14.50   2” 

NORWEGIAN PEWTER NECKLACE
Our Marin necklace reproduces the intricate 
silver filigree jewelry of Norway in pewter.
9246.    $32.00

SUZANNE TOFTEY WOOL SCARF
These lightweight scarves are decorated with 
the rich rosemaling tradition of Norway.   
9247 B.  Blue  9247 G.  Gray   $45.00   29 X 70”

SUZANNE TOFTEY ROSEMALING TILE
This is the rosemaling art of Gudbrandsdalen, 
Norway on a ceramic tile.   9250.  $16.00   6”

ROSEMALING MUG
Suzanne Toftey’s beautiful Telemark style 
rosemaling decorates this ceramic mug.
9251.  $11.00

Heritage

9246
9247 G

9250

8296
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9235

9234

9236

9238
18” chain 

9237 9239

9247 B

9248 9249 9251

9240

NORWEGIAN 
STERLING SØLJE
is the national jewelry of 
Norway.
9234.  Necklace  $39.00
9235.  Brooch  $53.00
9236.  Earring  $56.00

RAGENHILD
NORWEGIAN 
PEWTER JEWELRY
Our collection is made 
from Norwegian pewter 
buttons with a 
traditional motif
9237.  Bracelet  $32.00
9238.  Necklace  $28.00
9239.  Earring  $28.00

NORDIC TALES
By Ulla Thynell
This collection of 16 
traditional tales 
transports readers to 
the enchanting world of 
Nordic folklore. 
Translated and 
transcribed by folklorists 
in the 19th century, 
and presented here 
unabridged, the stories 
are by turns magical, 
hilarious, cozy, and 
chilling. They offer a 
fascinating view into 
Nordic culture and a 
comforting wintertime 
read. Ulla Thynell’s 
glowing contemporary 
illustrations accompany 
each tale, conjuring 
dragons, princesses, and 
the northern lights. This 
special gift edition 
features an embossed, 
textured case and a 
ribbon marker.  
Hardcover.   
9240.  $22.95. 

NYFORM TROLLS 
FROM NORWAY
These furry-haired 
latex trolls spring 
from the many folk 
tales of Norway,
9248.  $47.00   4”
9249.  $44.00   3”

Shown at Actual Size

Shown at 60% of Actual Size
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THE THREE VIKINGS
By Adam Aurbach
Three Vikings were dreaming of Valhalla: an enchanted 
land full of possibility where only the strongest and bravest 
can enter. The littlest Viking is neither the strongest nor the 
bravest, though he is the most creative. Can a gentle, 
musical Viking really survive the treacherous road to 
Valhalla?  Hardcover.  9252.  $17.99

VIKING KITTEN T-SHIRTS
Bring a smile to the vikings in your life.  We have both adult 
and child-sized versions of this cotton t-shirt.  
9255.  Adult   $25.00  (Sizes: S., M., L., XL., XXL)
9262.  Child   $20.00  (Sizes: Toddler 2-4, S., M., L.) 

VIKING KITTEN VINYL STICKER
Here’s a sticker to personalize your water bottle or journal.  
9263.  $2.00

ORNAMENTS
Beautifully detailed, hand-cast ornaments 
come from Norway.
9256 to 9258.
And our wooden Viking ship ornament 
comes from Sweden.
9259.

LITTLE BIT OF RUNES
By Cassandra Eason
From one of the world’s most renowned authors on 
spirituality comes an accessible introduction to runes. 
Nordic runes are the most popular and easiest symbols to 
work with, and can effectively release energy for a positive 
purpose in one’s life. Cassandra Eason explains to spiritual 
seekers exactly what runes are, how to make their own, 
which ones are right for them, and much more.  Hardcover. 
9260.  $9.95

LASER-CUT BREAD BOARD & SPREADER
Wonderful laser-cut detail of a Viking ship will 
add a Scandinavian accent to your table.
9253.  Spreader  $5.00  7”   9254.  Bread Board  $10.50  7.5”

8253

9254

9262

9256.   $14.50   2” 

9258.   $14.50   2” 

9257.   $14.50   2” 

9259.   $6.50   2” 

THE VIKING WARRIOR
By Ben Hubbard
Beginning in 789 BC, the Vikings raided monasteries, 
sacked settlements and invaded the Atlantic coast of 
Europe and the British Isles. They looted and enslaved 
their enemies, terrorizing all whom they encountered. 
But that is only part of their story. Sailing their famous 
longboats, they 
discovered Iceland 
and North America, 
colonized Greenland, 
founded Dublin, and 
also sailed up the 
River Seine and 
besieged Paris.  
Illustrated with 
more than 
200 maps, 
photographs 
and artworks, 
The Viking 
Warrior 
examines these fearsome 
warriors through their origins, social 
structure, raiding culture, weapons, trading 
networks and settlements  9267.  $29.95  Hardcover

VIKING MYTHS
By Jacqueline Morley
Enter the world of 
Norse mythology, 
where you’ll find 
sea monsters, 
shape-changers, 
dark forests, 
and cunning, 
gold-hoarding 
underground 
dwarves. This 
second volume 
of Viking tales features more 
fantastical, entrancing adventures, including Thor’s 
journey in the land of the giants, and Ragnarok, the 
apocalyptic battle of the gods, retold in a way that will 
engage very young readers. Different illustrators bring 
their distinctive styles to each story.  Ages 7 and up.    
9268.  $12.95   Hardcover

THE WORLD OF VIKINGS
By Robert Macleod
For 300 years, the Vikings spread terror across 
Europe, and this 
enthralling volume 
brings the 
notorious Norsemen 
to axe-wielding life. 
Through awe-
inspiring CGI 
scenes, intricate 
illustrations, 
maps, and 
a timeline, 
The World 
of Vikings 
animates 
everything from 
seafaring and sagas, to raiding 
and religion, to feasting and fun. It’s sure to 
stir the imagination of every would-be warrior.   
9269.  $14.95   Hardcover
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9267

9268

IRON VIKING SHIP CANDLEHOLDER
Forged in the iron making traditions of Swedish smide, this striking 
holder holds tealights.   9261.    $49.50   13.3”

8267

Vikings
9253

9255

9263

9264

9266
Adjustable
Sizing

9265
Adjustable
Sizing

9252

9260

URNES PEWTER JEWELRY
Our pewter brooch and ring from Norway 
is inspired by the 11th century Viking 
style of decoration. 
9264.  Urnes Brooch  $60.00
9265.  Urnes Ring  $46.00

STERLING RING
Our Knute ring was made 
in Norway in the tradition of 
silver jewelry making going 
back to the Viking age.
9266.  Knute Ring  $72.00

Shown at Half of Actual Size
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Uff Da!

7280.   $14.50  2.3”
8275

UFF DA HOODIE
Here’s a way to share your heritage and be 
cozy at the same time.  50/50 Cotton/Poly.
9271.  Kids Sizes  $25.00 
Available in S (6-8) M (10-12) L (14-16)

Our hoodie is also available in adult sizes
9272.  Adult Sizes  $29.00 
Available in S., M., L., XL., (XXL $31.00)

8273

8274

LEFSE UFF DA CHIPS
These chips are made from lefse--a deliciously different 
snack!  They are available in two versions: a seasoned 
salt and savory or sweet with cinnamon and sugar. We 
like this recloseable 12 ounce container. 
9277.  Salty  $15.00    9278.  Sweet  $15.00    

OLE & LENA’S SCANDINAVIAN 
FORTUNE COOKIES
These unique cookies contain favorite Ole and Lena 
jokes (all in good taste)!  Each box has approximately one 
dozen, individually-wrapped cookies.  9270.  $6.00/box

9275

CERAMIC MUGS  Add a chuckle to your morning coffee.  
9273.  $14.00   9274.  $11.00    9275.  $11.00

Marvel at the gorgeous photography of Per Eide 
and Chad Ehlers.  Enjoy beautiful images of 
Norway or Sweden combined with authentic 
rosemaling or Dala painting.  9.3 X 13”
9282.  Splendor of Norway Calendar  $14.99
9283.  Splendor of Sweden Calendar  $14.99

These have beautiful photography as 
well as folk painting and verses.  9 X 13”
9284.  Norway Visions and Verses Calendar  $13.50
9285.  Sweden Visions and Verses Calendar  $13.50

Postcard pretty scenic views from 
Finland and Denmark.  9 X 12”
9286.  Finland Calendar  $14.99
9287.  Denmark Calendar  $14.99

2020 Calendars

9282

9283

9284

9285

9286

9287
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9290

ROTARY 
CANDLE 
HOLDERS
Our angel 
themed 
holder 
gently 
spins from 
the heat 
of a single 
tealight. 
9290. 
$15.00   6.5”

9281

9271 and 9272

9273
9274

9270

9280

9276

9289

9288

9279.  $15.00

UFF DA BASEBALL CAP
Let your hat say what you are thinking 
while you enjoy the great outdoors.
9276.    $27.00  

ROTARY CANDLEHOLDER
With vintage trains

AN ELDERLY LADY IS 
UP TO NO GOOD
By Helene Tursten
Maud is an 
irascible 
88-year-old 
Swedish woman 
with no family, 
no friends, 
and... no 
qualms about 
a little 
murder. 
This 
funny, 
irreverent story 
collection by Helene Tursten, 
author of the Irene Huss investigations, 
features two never-before translated 
stories that will keep you laughing all the 
way to the retirement home.  Hardcover.  
9289.  $12.99

ORREFORS 2019
COLLECTOR ORNAMENT
This year’s ornament sparkles and glistens 
with its faceted crystal.  Gift Boxed
9288.  $50.00   3”

UFF DA LIP BALM
Lingonberry flavored 
lip balm.
9280.    $2.95 each 

UFF DA ORNAMENT
This is cast in pewter 
in Norway. 
9281.    $14.50   2”



DANISH BALL CANDLES   
Our popular 2.5” diameter 
ball candles are the candles 
of choice for our Danish Iron.  
We have a palette of colors 
for all year round.  
9296 to 9301.   $10.00/Pkg.of 4

34
9296 White 9300 Cobalt9299 Hunter Gr. 9301 Ocher9298 Cinnamon Red9297 Champagne

Perhaps it’s the long winter nights that 
have made candlelight such an integral part of 

home life in Scandinavia.  Candlelight creates an 
“occasion” out of an ordinary day.

Candlelight

Simply change the candle color to 
match your decor or the mood of 
the season.   9291 to 9295
NOTE:  Prices do not include canldes or 
candle rings.

NOTE:  Prices for Iron holders include glass 
cups, but candles are  sold separately.

9291.   $45.00    14”

Danish  Iron

7299.   8309.   $26.00    7”

9292.   $24.00    6.7” 9293.   $25.00    5.5”

ORREFORS NORDIC LIGHT VOTIVES 
Capture the magic of candlelight on a winter evening 
with these classic votives in crystal clear glass from 
Sweden’s renowned glass maker.
And enjoy special holiday promotional savings!
DISCUS VOTIVE   
9310.  REG. $35.00  SALE  $20.00
RASPBERRY VOTIVE   
9311.  REG. $35.00  SALE  $20.00
CARAT VOTIVE   
9312.  REG. $35.00  SALE  $20.00
(Candles not included)

9310

8305

ORREFORS VOTIVES   SPECIAL PRICES  DURING NOVEMBER

9304 W 
10” Tapers 

9304 R

Detail    

9302

9303 R 9303 W

SWEDISH 
KANALJUS
This taper candle has 
small holes running 
through the core to create 
a dripless  candle;  it is our 
most popular candle.  
9302.  $20.00 per
Package of 9   8” 

SWEDISH 
CHIME CANDLES
These are 100% stearin 
from Sweden.   
9303 R or W.   
1/2”Ø X 4”   $8.00/Pkg. of 15

SWEDISH 
DINNER TAPERS 
Classic 10” dinner 
tapers of 100% stearin 
from Sweden come in 
white or red:
9304 R or W.  
$13.50/Box of 8

DROP CANDLES 
FROM SWEDEN
Made of 100% stearin, 
these lovely candles 
burn 13 hours.  They 
come in pairs by color.   
9305 B, I, O, R, or W.   
$14.75 per pair   7.2”

MINI DROP CANDLES
9306.  $12.50 per pair

6 HOUR TEALIGHTS
These tealights from 
Sweden have a 6 hour 
burn time--50% longer 
than a typical tealight!   
9307.   $11.00 per
Package of 30.  

CLEAR CUP 
TEALIGHTS
Show off your crystal 
candleholders with 
these tealights from 
Denmark. 
9308.   $6.75 per
Package of 15.  

Candle Essentials

35
93079305 R 9305 W 9305 B 93089306

9294.   $42.50  14.5” 9295.   $36.00    11”

9305 I 9305 O

9311

9312

9313 R

9313 G

9309

STAR VOTIVE
This clear-cup votive comes from Denmark   9309.  $7.50/Pkg.of 8  

KOSTA BODA BRUK VOTIVE
Festive ruby or forest green votives from Sweden’s 
Kosta Boda.  9313 G or R.  $20.00 for a set of 3 
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